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In this article we are going to discuss a mechanism that can be used to interact with IDA through
external applications.

The reason this technique was developed was to provide a convenient way for utility
applications to query information from IDA databases, and automate its interface.

Over the years, several methods have been tried such as pipes, and sockets. In the end, the
easiest Inter-Process Communication (IPC) technique I have found is the Windows specific
SendMessage API along with the WM_COPYDATA message. This technique was chosen for its
simplicity, reliability, and its inherently synchronous nature.

With this technique, the IDA server plugin creates a window and watches for command
messages to come in.

(abbreviated C source to CreateWindow and receive messages)

The plugin contains its own text based API which can be used to automate actions and return
queried data back to the calling process. Example commands and data transfer routines are
shown below:

(hwnd arguments specify which window handle receives data callback)
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There are several advantages to this technique. Traditional plugin development usually requires
compiling your code and launching the plugin from the host application. Debugging often entails
wading through runtime debug logs, inferring problems through observed behavior, and chasing
crashs in a debugger.

This technique allows you to debug your executable in the development IDE as normal,
harnessing all of its powerful capabilities such as edit and continue, call stack viewing, variable
watches, breakpoints etc.

Complex projects can be run directly while you iron out interface behaviors and are not
dependant upon the host. Datasets can even be loaded from test files so that many routines can
be debugged independently of IDA.

One project where this technique was put to good use was an experiment to see if a Javascript
IDE could be created for IDA automation tasks. The desire was for a scriptable interface that
supported intellisense, function prototype tool tips, and syntax highlighting.
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With a project such as this, coding for the IDE behaviors is a major part of the development
task. To develop such an application strictly as a plugin would be a daunting endeavor.
Developing it as a standalone application was a great advantage where it could be run directly
from the Visual Studio IDE without any intermediate steps.

One other advantage to this technique is that it opens up plugin development to include higher
level languages that do not have native support for the IDA API*. Languages such as C#,
Delphi, and VB6 can easily interact with IDA through this mechanism. These languages have
excellent rapid GUI development capabilities and a wealth of complex components already
available to them. This technique is even open to Java developers through the JNI.

Once the intermediate API and the client access library is written, creating utilities to integrate
with IDA becomes a pretty quick process. Another example project that has come in handy is a
Wingraph32 replacement that was coded in about a day.

The interface shown below automatically syncs the IDA disassembly when graph nodes are
clicked and can perform several renaming operations.
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There are some limitations to this technique as well. The particular implementation detailed in
this article is Windows specific. It also requires both applications to be running on the same
machine.

Another consideration is that the data is crossing process boundaries which can be a
performance hit depending on what is being transferred and how often it is being invoked. For
example, extracting or patching large blocks of data would best be optimized by reserving the
use of the SendMessage API as the command channel, and utilizing files or shared memory for
the data transfer. This will likely be an optimization included in future revisions.

The example IDASRVR project linked to below currently supports 36 API and uses a simple text
based command protocol. Sample code is provided in C and C#. Client libraries are also
available for C# and VB6 in the associated projects below.

Sample Projects:

IDASrvr – IDA IPC Server example

IDA_Jscript – Javascript IDE PoC for IDA (VB6)

GleeGraph – C# Wingraph32 replacement

* You can create C# and VB6 in process plugins for IDA through COM. This was my first
approach, and was used in my IDACompare plugin.
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